Mission: To responsibly provide our customers the safest and most reliable transportation system possible, given available resources.
MaineDOT’s Vision

"To be the most trusted organization in Maine by being open, accountable, and responsive."
What is your Vision for your next 10, 20, 30 years?
Integrity - Competence - Service
What is your Vision for the Transportation System for next 10, 20, 30 years?
Which way do you want to go?
Your input from this survey will help shape the direction of Maine’s transportation system, now and in the future.
Please tell us how you think these trends or issues will impact the transportation system in the future!

Climate

Safety

Technology

Changing Demographics

Labor Market Low Unemployment

Tourism

Global Trade Freight Movement

To take the survey, please go to mainedot.gov/longrangeplan/ (or scan the QR code below)

Scan me

Integrity - Competence - Service
Changing Demographics/Aging Population

Maine currently has the highest median age in the nation, with no positive natural growth. In other words, there are more deaths than births in the state. Aging has impacts on labor, health care, and other services that rely on transportation.
Changing Demographics
Changing Demographics and Aging Population

Communication Network
Connect people with people and people with transportation infrastructure.

Autonomous Vehicles
Bridge the gap for those no longer able to drive or transport themselves.

Invest in Public Transit
Invest in accessible options for all ages and incomes.

Mobile Services
Support bringing services to the people in rural and urban settings.

Public-Private Partnering
Develop partnerships to provide mobility and access to all users.
Goal Preferences

Connectivity - Economic Vitality - Improve Mobility - Safe & Secure Travel - Resiliency

Connectivity
Choose the option that best shows which tradeoff you prefer

Provide greater accessibility, with fewer high-tech options

Neutral

Maintain same level of accessibility, with more high-tech options

Previous  Optional Comment  Next Tradeoff
Aging and Transportation
Bridge Disaster Toll May Reach 46; Shocked Pt. Pleasant Seeking Dead
SILVER BRIDGE COLLAPSE

Rethink aging with this revolutionary new book!

I've Decided TO LIVE 120 YEARS

Integrity - Competence - Service
Helping our Customers and Users

• Tools and techniques to help all customers
• Including Older Adults
New Striping Pattern on Curves
More durable, visible pavement markings
More visible traffic islands
More Reflective Signs
Wrong Way Mitigation
Wrong Way Driver
Which way do you want to go?
Your input from this survey will help shape the direction of Maine’s transportation system, now and in the future.